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Personalized support for
every stage of parenthood.

FOR EMPLOYERS
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Nessle is a digital health platform that
connects parents with experts for tailored

online guidance on topics throughout
every stage of parenting.



Our subscription-based application helps
parents seamlessly connect with our
network of trained Nessle specialists for
tele-support sessions ranging from 1-on-1
coaching calls to learning webinars,
support groups and more.
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When you partner with Nessle, your employee
will have a monthly points budget to "spend"
on sessions with the experts of their choosing.
You'll be doing your part to help the parents in
your workforce feel supported and encouraged
throughout life's most challenging phases.
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Subscription Inclusions

Concierge
Subscription

$250/month per user,
minimum 3-month

contract

Access to full resource library of easy-to-digest, evidence-based articles on topics ranging from
"navigating surrogacy" to "preparing your child for kindergarten" and more ✓

150 monthly consultation points budget, to spend on 1-on-1 meetings via our secure, HIPAA-
compliant platform, with whichever specialist(s) the parent chooses, or to spend on other services,
on-demand courses, or products o�ered by Nessle experts

✓

Weekly virtual support group meetings ✓

Monthly live webinar series ✓

Ability to sync with external care providers (personally hired in-person doulas, for example) for
information-sharing, recommendations, and communication ✓

Concierge Nessle doula serving as care coordinator, recommending the perfect experts to address
a client's needs and providing guidance and support with daily check-ins by secure, in-app
messaging

✓
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•

•

30-minute 1-on-1 consults for questions grabbed via our

secure Q&A portal are 50 points each.

Experts set their own price points for the classes,

meetings, webinars, and products listed on their individual

pages, with prices ranging from 0 points for weekly support

group meetings or 10-minute video meet-and-greets to

300+ points for multi-week live group learning courses

How far do points go?

Sample month: Amber's January with Nessle
(Concierge Subscriber)
•

•

•

•

•

Supporting Sibling Transitions (30-min 1-on-1 consult with

Caitlin, postpartum doula)

Navigating a Nursing Strike (30-min 1-on-1 with Carly,

certified lactation counselor)

Creating a Back-to-Work Pumping Schedule (monthly topic-

based meeting with Kim, lactation counselor)

30-minute guided meditation for patience (led by Allison,

perinatal yoga instructor)

BIPOC Working Parents monthly support group meeting,

led by Yvonna (birth doula)



"[My expert] provided me with the knowledge and the proper
verbiage to be my own voice. The conversations and support that I
received encouraged me to continue nursing my son when I felt like
giving up. Now I'm encouraging moms in my community to nurse
and to trust the process. Here I am going on 13 months of nursing."
-Shayla, mom to Zion
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"Such a comfort and help after I had my baby... [My expert]
had helpful suggestions for breastfeeding positions. But what
I appreciated the most was how knowledgeable she is and
her organized and thoughtful approach to doula-ing."
-Hannah , mom to Lou

"I refer basically everyone I know to [my expert]. Working with
her is so easy because she knows what it’s like to struggle as a
new mom and is passionate about helping everyone navigate
parenthood. If you’re even considering pursuing postpartum
or lactation help, DO IT!"
-Rebecca, mom to Catherine and Andre

What are Nessle Parents Saying?
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The Nessle Difference: Our Proven Process

1.

2.

3.

DISCOVERY: We start each business partnership with a 60-

minute virtual or in-person meeting to understand you

and your workforce, to establish a planned contract

duration, and to tailor our proven rollout plan to your

needs.

ROLLOUT: We take the reins on introducing the Nessle

benefit at your organization, connecting directly with

eligible employees to onboard them seamlessly and help

them understand and make the most of their subscription.

ONGOING SUPPORT AND CONNECTION: We offer

anonymized utilization data to your HR team on a

quarterly basis so that you can assess the value of your

investment, and we're on hand to host virtual or in-person

workshops for your workforce on key topics about

working parenthood, as often as you desire.
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Let's talk about getting your employees the parental
support they deserve!

•

•

NEXT STEPS

Set up your 60-minute discovery meeting with our CEO by emailing carly@nessle.com to discuss your organization's

needs, and to understand how Nessle could support the working parents at your company.

If you're already prepared to move forward, let us know by sending a Letter of Intent to carly@nessle.com.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dpwE9ZNdZnr1FyRwQBu5ANf3j0jKN3P_qpPPtzIbnA0/edit?usp=sharing

